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Cameroon

Restrictive interpretation 
by the tax authorities of 
the indirect tax exemption 
for oil, gas and mining 
companies

The 2009 Finance Law has specifically included the tax provisions of the 
Petroleum, Mining and Gas Codes into the Cameroonian General Tax 
Code. In his administrative memo relating to the implementation of the 
2009 Finance Law, the General Tax Director outlined new conditions for 
qualification for tax exemptions from indirect tax (such as VAT) by oil, gas 
and mining companies, (in addition to those provided by the Petroleum, 
Mining and Gas Codes).

This administrative memo provides that taxpayers wishing to benefit 
from the exemption shall: (i) have an agreement in place (for instance 
an oil convention); and (ii) submit an application for exemption for each 
transaction in order to obtain the certificate of exemption issued by the 
General Tax Director or by the Minister of Finance.

The General Tax Director has stated that in all cases, no exemption from 
indirect taxes shall be accepted without prior presentation of the above 
certificate of exemption. To the best of our knowledge, no reassessment 
has yet been issued on this basis, however the Cameroon tax authorities 
require that the oil, gas and mining companies apply these provisions.

Fidafrica Cameroon, member of PwC  
Nicolas Ronzié: +237 33 43 24 43
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Chad

Tax Reduction Regime on Investment

The annual minimum amount of investment in order to benefit from the 
tax reduction regime on investments (which are considered fixed assets) 
has been raised from XAF1,000,000 to XAF60,000,000. Other conditions 
required to benefit from this regime, under which 40% of sums invested 
should still be immediately deductible for corporate tax purposes, are 
unchanged.

Fidafrica Chad, member of PwC 
Nisrine Senoussi and Oscar d’Estaing 
Deffosso: +237 33 43 24 43
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Congo (Brazzaville)

2009 Finance Act 
highlights

The 2009 Finance Act was enacted on 15 February 2009, with new tax 
reporting requirements being implemented and fines imposed on taxpayers 
failing to register (in time or at all), as well as fines for late submission of tax 
returns and other declarations. Furthermore, all accounting records which 
are written in a foreign language, must be submitted to the tax authorities 
along with French copies.

The 2009 Finance Act has also imposed new tax reporting requirements on 
oil operators. Oil operators must report the list of their oil subcontractors 
for the prior quarter by the 20th of the following months: April, July, October, 
and January. In addition, at the end of every month, the oil operators must 
report the sums paid to their vendors and the amount of any tax withheld. 
Furthermore, by 31 January of every year, oil companies must report sums 
paid during the prior year to their vendors for any services of any kind.

The Finance Act has stipulated specific fines for the failure by oil companies 
(and oil services companies), to adhere to the above reporting requirements 
as follows:

Failure to submit a quarterly declaration of the list of vendors: •	
XAF3,000,000 (approximately Euro4,573);

Failure to submit a monthly declaration of sums paid and of taxes •	
withheld on remuneration paid to subcontractors: XAF3,000,000 
(approximately Euro4,573); and

Failure to submit French copies of oil service contracts and their •	
addendums for registration at the Registry Office for Stamps and Duties: 
XAF2,000,000 (approximately Euro3,049) per omission.

On a separate note, the 2009 Finance Act now requires that all importers 
must obtain a visa of the importation surveyor prior to any customs 
clearance formality. Any offenders will be subject to penalties (still to be 
determined by an order of the Ministry of Finance).

Fidafrica Congo, member of PwC 
Prosper Bizitou, and Moïse Kokolo, 
Pointe-Noire: +242 533 20 57
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Equatorial Guinea

Modification of the 
minimum legal salary

Decree n°60/2009 dated 6 April 2009 increased the legal minimum 
salary in force in Equatorial Guinea and for the National Private Sector to 
XAF110,664 for 2009 and 2010. The decree specifies that it enters into 
force retroactively as from 1 January 2009. As a result, affected salaries and 
the corresponding Personal Income Tax and Social Contributions must also 
be paid retroactively.

Fidafrica, member of PwC  
Sébastien Lechêne: +240 09 14 34
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Gabon

Publication of a new tax 
Code

Law n°27/2008 dated 22 January 2009 
has instituted a new tax code in Gabon. 
Due to its late publication in the official 
gazette, it has been decided that the 
Code be applicable as from May 2009 
(except the provisions relating to payroll 
taxes which are applicable from 1 January 
2010).

The new tax code sets out two sets of 
new rules relating to the form and the 
substance of the law. In substance there 
are a number of changes concerning 
the deductibility of expenses and the 
introduction of more consistent provisions 
relating to transfer pricing.

Deductibility of expenses:

The former Gabonese Tax Code listed 
expenses that were permissible as 
deductible (as well as related conditions). 
Per the new tax code, this list has been 
replaced by rules to be applied in order to 
determine the deductibility of an expense. 
It has also put in place the notion of 
mismanagement (“acte anormal de 
gestion”) which had not been defined in 
previous tax laws.

Fidafrica Gabon, 
member of PwC 
Laurent Pommera, 
Pélagie Massamba 
Mouckocko, Libreville: 
+241 74 13 83

Transfer pricing

New rules concerning transfer 
pricing have been introduced.

Other changes

The new Gabonese tax code 
has introduced rules relating 
to tax procedure (“procedures 
fiscales”), notably when the 
tax administration performs 
tax audits, and also in case 
of misuse by the tax authority 
(and the collection of tax). Rules 
relating to tax procedure were 
not consistent under the former 
Gabonese tax laws. Under the 
new Gabonese tax code, new 
rules have been introduced 
relating to:

The basis of tax: The •	
new Gabonese tax code 
introduces a number of 
obligations which taxpayers 
must comply with relating to 
the preservation of accounting 
records;

The audit of tax: The new •	
tax code introduces a 
modification to the number 
of years within which a tax 
audit may be performed, the 
framework in which such an 
audit may take place and rules 
regarding protection of the 
taxpayer; and

The collection of tax: The new •	
tax code introduces rules 
relating to the administration 
and recovery of taxes, which 
includes various sanctions 
which may be applicable, (e.g. 
notice to third parties, external 
constraints, blocking of the 
tax payer’s bank accounts), 
and rules relating to litigation 
and appeal (including 
identifying various parties).
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Guinea Conakry

VAT reimbursement for 
mining companies

VAT exemptions granted to mining companies in 2008 have not been 
renewed in 2009, and therefore the VAT provisions set out in the 2006 
Finance Law are again effective. Accordingly, VAT reimbursement claims 
for mining companies should be submitted within 15 days following the 
effective date, with reimbursements being done within 60 days after 
receiving notice thereof. In order to receive the reimbursement, the mining 
company must ensure that they contract with VAT registered partners 
(those with valid documentation) and submit certain prescribed information. 
The Tax Administration undertakes (on a regular basis) to avail to the 
mining companies a list of VAT registered companies in order to help them 
avoid contracting with non VAT registered companies or companies with 
fraudulent registration numbers.

Furthermore, all requests for information should be accompanied with the 
following information:

The last three unique monthly declarations (DMU);•	

A summary table of the deductible VAT;•	

A copy of invoices paid “TTC”; and•	

A liquidation bulletin and customs receipt proving the VAT amount.•	

PricewaterhouseCoopers Conseil 
Mohamed Lahlou and Makhtar Sy: 
+224 30 45 14 43
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Ivory Coast

Tax amendments Reduction of VAT rate on some ‘mass consumption’ goods

The 2008 Budget reduced the VAT rate on certain ‘mass consumption’ goods 
(e.g. milk, cooking oil, sugar, and pasta) from 18% to 9% for a limited period, 
as a result of the worldwide increase in food price. The 2009 Budget has made 
the reduction in the VAT rate permanent for milk and pasta. Furthermore, due 
to this measure, the 2009 budget provides for a VAT credit for importers of 
these goods.

Reduction of the Corporate Income tax rate

With a view to strengthen the economic activities in the 
country, several reductions in the corporate income tax 
rate have been enforced. The 2006 budget reduced the 
CIT rate from 35% to 27% and the 2008 budget has 
further reduced this rate from 27% to 25%.

Incentives for the employment of young nationals 
with no professional qualification

As a measure to fight unemployment among young 
nationals, an annual Corporate Income Tax credit of 
CFAF1,200,000 per employee shall be granted to 
taxpayers who train and employ young nationals with 
no professional experience. In order to benefit from this 
incentive, taxpayers must meet the following conditions: 
(i) the training period must last for at least 2 years; and 
(ii) the training period must lead to the employment of 
the trainee.

Increase in the fine for non-compliance with the deadline for the 
submission of the annual financial statements

The fine for non-compliance with the deadline for the submission of annual 
financial statements (and the minutes of board meetings), has been increased 
from CFAF200,000 to CFAF1,000,000 and an extra CFAF100,000 is added for 
each additional month of delay. After a three month delay, the fine is increased 
to CFAF2,000,000 and an extra CFAF200,000 is added for each additional 
month of delay.

Control of standardised invoices

Since the 2005 budget, companies operating in Côte d’Ivoire must use 
standardised invoices with specific requirements (and a special sticker). 
The 2009 Budget has adopted some specific rules regarding the control of 
compliance with the new format for invoices. A specific audit procedure has 
been included in the Tax Procedures Book. Invoices which are not compliant 
with the rules may be seized by the tax authorities and any further non-
compliance may result in prosecution.

PwC Cote d’Ivoire 
Dominique Taty:  
+225 20 31 54 60
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Madagascar

Tax reforms

During the last three years, the Malagasy tax authorities have taken 
important decisions in order to reform and simplify the tax system in 
Madagascar. These reforms take into consideration both technical and 
procedural aspects.

With respect to technical aspects, the following resolutions have been 
taken, (amongst others):

Application of 24% for all income taxes. Thus, corporate tax and salary •	
income tax rates have been reduced from 30% to 24% from January 
2009. However, tax on interest has increased from 15% to 24%;

Abolish some of the redundant taxes such as the annual professional tax •	
and stamp duties;

Combine various similar taxes into one tax such as the two taxes on •	
properties and the various registration fees raised on the change of real 
estate ownership; and

Abolish the withholding tax on dividends.•	

Furthermore, the tax system is being converted from a paper based system 
to an electronic one. Tax declarations (exceeding annual turnover of Ariary 
two billion) is now in electronic format. Also, the conversion to an electronic 
system has recently been extended to tax offices overseeing smaller-sized 
businesses. Electronic tax payments are now required for businesses 
conducted in the capital–Antananarivo.

Fidafrica Madagascar, member of PwC 
Andriamisa Ravelomanana:  
+261 20 22 217 63
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Senegal

Introduction of a tax on 
telecommunication use and access

A tax on telecommunication use and access has been introduced in the 
Senegalese tax legislation. Telecommunication providers shall now collect 
a 2% withholding tax on the net amount charged, and pay it over to the 
public revenue department. In compensation for this new tax burden, it has 
been decided that the purchases of mobile telephones (and other types of 
telephones) are no longer subject to VAT and customs duty.

Fidafrica Senegal, member of PwC 
Malick Fall: +221 849 05 00
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Please refer any questions or queries regarding the above to:

Dominique Taty: 

d.taty@ci.pwc.com or  
tel: +225 20 31 54 60

Moïse Kokolo: 

moise.kokolo@cg.pwc.com or  
tel: +242 533 20 57 / 658 36 36

This newsletter is provided by PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. for information 
only, and does not constitute the provision of professional advice of any 
kind. The information provided herein should not be used as a substitute 
for consultation with professional advisers. Before making any decision or 
taking any action, you should consult a professional adviser who has been 
provided with all the pertinent facts relevant to your particular situation. No 
responsibility for loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from 
action as a result of any material in this publication can be accepted by the 
author, copyright owner or publisher.

mailto:d.taty@ci.pwc.com
mailto:moise.kokolo@cg.pwc.com
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